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Abstract— Cloud computing is one of the most efficient storage space environment for information
on cloud. Cloudlet allows users to store the data distantly, where cloudlet is a local cloud which may
consist of several broker and virtual machine. A broker may have any number of virtual machine
connected to single broker. Many cloudlet are connected to actual cloud server. Conventionally, there
were more problems regarding data storage, updating and retrieval from cloud server. We introduce
the cloudlet mechanism to handle the data stored on local server. Each virtual machine stores only a
single slice of information so that is secured and performance is high. Whenever we store a large file
into cloud it takes more time for both upload and download. This is because large size of files takes a
lot of time to transmit. Therefore server bandwidth is occupied for long period. To overcome the loop
holes, here we propose a method called partitioning and reprint to specific virtual machine.
It provides security by not allowing to recover the whole information. It offers fast and reliable
service to users.
Keywords— cloud computing, file data, virtual machine and broker system, sky drive.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is helpful in providing service, security along with scalable synchronization with near
to the ground cost. Cloud handles enormous quantity of data very efficiently. Normally a file is being
used with a server client model, clients generally upload the files in a server, server host the file when
ever client wants to retrieve the file. Client has to give file adder`ss or url to the server and server returns
the file as a binary file format. This has being normal file access technology which is being used over
the years, however as the amount of data has being increased large volume of document it has become
extremely difficult for this system to manage such kinds of files. This is due to two specific reasons- i)
Server will be busy ii) As the number of clients increase the server effective bandwidth reduces which
increase the latency of the file access. So a distributed file system has been proposed in past.
Infrastructure as a service model uses virtualization technique to send data over cloud. In a cloud cluster
there will be a several nodes, each one is known as a virtual machine. Each node will be having certain
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processing capability, data accessing capacity. The part of any of the node which is available for any of
the processing is known as a virtual machine. Cluster can be a determined as intercommunication of
several virtual machine. The advantage is once a job arrives in cluster, cloud will be divided into several
virtual machines for quick execution of work. When the task is completed it combines and send it back
to user. This system is recognized as a broker or service broker. So a cluster is nothing but a
combination of one or more brokers connected with many add up to of virtual machine.

II. RELATED WORK
As data stored on cloud should be accessible remotely to all users from any areas. Before storing data
on cloud the concept used here are data imitation , fragmentation and T-Coloring to overcome security
issues. The authors in [1] presented a methodology to ensure huge data storage service, confidentiality
better security to system compared to previous system. Cloud helps data owner from unwanted attackers
by protecting the information. The time period required for the uploading and downloading file over
cloudlet is less, where users can be prevented from data loss. Instead of using measuring distance
between two nodes it uses cloud service providers, which intern handles the request with multiple sub
server. It provides slice of data to the users after automatic updating of nodes within local cloud.
S.Sangeetha et. al. [2] proposed a technique Heuristic auditing strategic where user maintains a
operational table to read record of node placement. Selection of particular cloud for storing the data with
less cost, When users tries to update , upload and download the content of file it first checks the chunks
with multiple of cloudlets so that the same copy is not repeated over the cloud. Gade Pooja V et. al . [3]
propsed data hosting scheme in hybrid multi cloud which reduces the time taken for data breakup and
stores efficiently. This explains about the handling of data in cloud through automatic update. Data
which is available on cloud is also accessible through request by client. If data is easily available within
cloudlet means that users can easily access data stored in different nodes present within cloudlet with
multiple copies of same data, by replication process which enhances recital level, scalability and backup
information to handle large data over cloud. The authors determines in [4] reprinting process data can
be easily recovered from different other nodes in case if any one of node is not available to users so as
to increase the performance of system. Unscheduled task are sent back to the cloud which increases the
efficiency of system this is known as reservation cluster. It uses pseudocode algorithm and solves the
problem of resource usage and computation time of cloud. This is presented in [5] which is useful for
finding the resource usage and execution time of cloud data. If all the task are scheduled then needs sent
to reservation cluster will be executed.
Cloud computing is a shared service for interconnected servers, when compared to earlier storage
technique used for dumping data for later use in hard drives this changes way of information store and
running application saves cost. The breaking up of file given by user depends on certain criteria that no
meaningful information is dumped in a single slice and each node contain a only single slice of
information within cloudlet so as to increase security issues. M.Muthu et. al. [6] utilize fragment and
shuffle algorithm is used and data forward algorithm to send reprint to server which generate key to all
specific slice stored by using this key user can retrieve data from cloudlet. Infrastructure as a service is
used in cloud computing, here virtualization technique is used to send data to cloud. If stored data is
unavailable to user then this can be solved arranging resources based on provisioning of client. The
problem occurs with over provisioning of stored resources are not utilized. P.Anand et. al. [7] analyze
main theme is to minimize overall cost of provisioning data shared over network. To overcome with
such issues an algorithm is used called optimal cloud resource provisioning algorithm it reduces cost
with time.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM
A distributed file system is a file system where a particular directory is being distributed over several
systems in a network. whenever a file needs to be stored, it is saved in one of the systems which is
inside the directory. A file gets stored completely in a single system. The distributed file system by
default also allows backup and recovery. Therefore when a file is uploaded in such a system a facsimile
of the file is stored in one cloud server and some other copy that backup copy is automatically stored in
the other interconnected server that is how dispersed file system works. So what distributed file system
does is it increases the overall bandwidth by incorporating several number of servers and distributing the
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overall file storing space among many number of servers. The data compromise may occur due to
attacks by other users and nodes within the cloud. The employed security strategy must also take into
account the optimization of the data retrieval time.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In order to overcome drawback of the present system that large files are stored in a single chunk into
one of the node of the distributed system file system, we propose a novel approach by means of which
large files are divided into smaller chunks and each chunk is stored in different machine. Also a copy of
its backup is made which is stored in different machines of the system. In the proposed system we also
create a snapshot of the network is defined by over all connectivity of the nodes. Therefore a system in
proposed system will always have a copy of network and all the routes available from one node to the
other node. The proposed system also incorporate a technique called routing technique by means of
which distributing files to server calculates the probability of getting the file early. File chunks are
distributed to the system which are well connected to each other such that file retrieval is faster.
Advantages are as follows
The main advantage of the proposed system is large files are distributed over many number of
system, therefore retrieving file is easy.
Reliability for retrieving files because the multiple copies of the same file is being stored in multiple
location.
Even if one system goes down, the file can be easily retrieved.
File integrity which means that when a file is being stored or modified, it is also modified in all the
backup location. User does not have to manually change the backup file. As the main file gets
changes, backup file also change.
Latency-the proposed system offers very quick file access, therefore from any place the file would
be accessed if had an internet connectivity.
Limitation of Proposed System
The major limitation of proposed system is that files are not being encrypted before storing.

V. METHODOLOGY
The two algorithm used here are Algorithm for fragment placement and another Algorithm for fragment’s
replica. The file is fragmented based on the size of data and with some inputs and initialize and than the file
is which is being fragmented is replicated to multiple nodes. While placing a copy of data in cloud there
consist a ineligible nodes for storing any fragment by, possible option for replication of fragments. Tcoloring is a method which provides information about the node that which node is connected with which
node into the virtual machine. In cloud, file is divided into slices and a copy is stored to nodes as well as
replica is saved in sky drive to enhance security to data by not allowing information to leak in case of attack.

Figure1- Data Slicing and Replication Methodology
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Virtual Machine- Users outsource the data to cloud, the data is then fragmented(splitting of data) and a
replica(a copy ) of data is sent to different nodes of virtual machine. ) No virtual machine gets more than
a single slice of data, Virtual machine is also known as a guest which is used for creating a another
environment within the host environment. Virtual machines are used to perform a specific task that is
different from the host environment. Virtual machines are divided into two types 1) system virtual
machine and 2) process virtual machine.
System virtual machine that supports the sharing of host environment's physical resources between
virtual machines.
Process virtual machine provides platform independent programming environment.
Virtual machine gives the file to the service Broker, where broker will fragment files and send the
replica to the multiple nodes. As well as a copy is stored in backup. Broker handles the data, then send
to the server for storing data through the multiple chunks in cloud network.

Figure 2: Data is split to two differences virtual machines.
To broker any number of nodes or virtual machine can be connected, which shows details of chunks of
data stored with in connected virtual machine.
Broker- Broker manages overall task of division and reprint of data. All virtual machines are connected
to a broker, when user uploads file, broker checks for how many virtual machines are active then splits
text to connected nodes and also backup is stored in sky drive.
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Figure 3 : Uploaded file is splitted into two chunks and stored in sky drive.
After user uploads files, text is divided into parts by broker and stored usually both connected virtual
machine and sky drive cloudlet as slices where no information can be leaked to others.

VI.RESULTS

Figure 4 : skydrive signin
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Skydrive is the actual cloud used in this project , where many local clouds or cloudlets are connected to globle
cloud server to access data stored.

Figure 5: Download successful.

VII. CONCLUSION
Currently issues of storing large data leads to less secure as it is stored in single node. We proposed
methodology called slicing and replication of data within cloudlet, where user upload and download file
can be performed quickly as compared to the earlier. Files can be successfully stored to cloud. The
performance of the file with in cloudlet requires very less time for user. The methodology of slicing and
replication of data can be more secured using Advanced Encryption Standard and cipher text encryption
which includes encryption of a file after uploading and decrypt file while downloading , key should be
generated to the authenticated users. Based on the replication process used scheduling and unscheduling
algorithm can be used.
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